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FINANCIAL LITERACY AND FINANCIAL CULTURE 
OF UKRAINIAN PEOPLE IN CONTEXT OF INTEGRATION 

ONTO THE EUROPEAN UNION 
In scientific areas, contemporary politics, news and even common everyday 

gossip a lot can be heard about our way to Europe. Indeed, economic development, 
prosperity and welfare, human rights, public safety as European values are very 
attractive to many Ukrainians. According to the sociological research, conducted by 
The Ilko Kucheriv Democratic Initiatives Foundation in late 2015, half of all 
respondents in our country believe that Ukraine will benefit from joining the 
European Union [1]; although, changes for better are expected by everyone, either 
supporters or opponents of European integration. 

Unfortunately, so often disappointed, many times deceived, our fellow citizens 
no longer believe in lightning improvement, 
the way to change something by themselves. Reflecting on our contribution to the 

ng to the famous Ukrainian poet 

Average Ukrainian can change a lot in our country starting with himself of herself. 
Of course in a market economy everything, even the intangible, often has its 

value and price. Furthermore, children are involved in some financial relations every 
day. In order to improve the welfare of the state, we must firstly improve individual 
well-being in particular. At this stage, we believe that paternalistic relationships of 
the state and its citizens can no longer give the desired results at once. Europeans, 
residents of other developed countries, consistently has formed a strong middle class. 
Its representatives are the driving force and a guarantee for economic development. It 
all starts with people and ends with them too. 

The middle class is not fully formed in Ukraine. Of course, if we reject the 
poorest, marginalized people and the richest  so-
owners of a big businesses, the rest will be middle class. However, standards of living 
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of Ukrainians and Europeans are different (75 place for Ukraine in quality of life 
ranking and leadership positions for European countries [3]). Recently, we have 
already managed to learn a little about the way to earn money (often for extra work or 

our personal financial resources. 
The question of increasing of financial literacy and financial culture of the 

population in Ukraine is a research subject of many modern scholars in the area of 
personal finance, including T. Kizyma [4] Y. Paczkowskiy [5] T. Smovzhenko [6] 
N. Yasynska [7] and others. The definition of human financial literacy researches 
generally un
understanding in the way to save and multiply earned money. Financial culture is a 
broader category, which provides the efficient financial thinking, the ability to make 
correct financial decisions facing changes of variable internal and external 
environment. 

To sum up, the accounting of personal daily income, costs, savings and 
available wealth; regular scheduling of everyday financial transactions; the analysis 
of personal budget dividing income on fixed and variable, costs  on urgent, desirable 

primary measures and necessary conditions for building an effective, dominant 
middle class in Ukraine and extending qualified management solutions of our 
compatriots. These and other seemingly simple steps, should become standard 
practice for every Ukrainian. Then we can prove to ourselves and a whole Europe 
that we have deserved a better life and we can achieve much more by starting with 
yourself. Aware, financially literate, well-educated society is competent to implement 
real European values in our country. 
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